
THE STOCK MARKET 
“BYPASS”:

How to Survive and Thrive 
During Uncertainty With 

Thousands in Extra Income



If you don’t plan on working for the rest of your life, you’ve probably looked for other ways to build retirement income.

For instance, you probably have a savings account, or maybe some certificates of deposit at a well-known bank. But 
these days, the payouts are so small and build so slowly that you almost shouldn’t bother.

Maybe you own some precious metals or some nice real estate that you plan to sell. The downside is that those investments 
can drop in value, as the past few years have demonstrated. So you really can’t count on them to provide the income 
you need when you need it.

Hopefully, you’ve been a bit more ambitious, putting your money into the stock market to generate extra income. But 
as many investors saw at the end of 2018, the stock market can pull back and create huge losses in a stock portfolio.

That’s why I recommend you complement your income strategy with a simple little known financial transaction. It lets 
you to bypass many of the risks associated with buying stocks.  

In fact, it actually thrives during market uncertainty. 

This strategy provides you with income as soon as you execute the transaction. Better still, if you use this strategy 
correctly, you can keep these instant payouts rolling in for as long as you want — adding more money to your account 
again and again.

Most people don’t know about this bypass…and many of the people who have heard of it are irrationally scared of it. 
That’s because at its heart is something many investors don’t understand — stock options.

Making Money With Options
There are many reasons stock options have a bad reputation. For one thing, the terminology can be intimidating, with 
terms like “contracts,” “premiums,” “puts” and “calls” to wrap your head around.

They can sound complicated, too, with myriad “strike prices” to consider and “expiration dates” to keep track of.

Then there are the scare stories about how risky options can be…and how a frighteningly large number of stock options 
“expire worthless.” Who wants to invest in something that regularly loses all its value?

To be honest, I think a lot of brokers and analysts make options seem worse than they are to keep people away. It’s not 
just greed or elitism, though. 

The truth is that it is very easy for novice options investors to get in trouble and in way over their heads — and I don’t 
blame brokers for steering folks away from trouble.

Used properly, however, stock options can instantly deliver extra cash to your portfolio almost on demand, with very 
little work or even risk on your part. They’re your ticket to bypassing most of the risks associated with stocks.
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And as you’ll see, they aren’t too hard to understand or even profit from.

For one thing, stock options trade alongside stocks on the major exchanges. You buy and sell them just like you do 
any stock. And like stocks, their prices go up and down in response to market conditions.

The biggest difference between stock trading and options trading is what you’re trading.

Stocks shares, of course, represent part ownership in a company. When you buy a stock, you buy a part of the company. 
When you sell your stock, you give up that ownership.

Options are a little more complicated. When you buy a stock option, you are actually buying rights to 100 shares of a 
given stock. Those rights expire on a given time, the expiration date, which is an integral part of every option sold.

You can pay money for the right to buy 100 shares of stock at a set price — the strike price — before the option expires. 
That’s called a call option. 

Or you can pay money for the right to sell 100 shares of stock at the strike price before the option expires. That’s 
called a put option.

Now, I’m never going to ask you to buy a stock option. But it’s important for you to understand what’s happening 
when someone does. So here’s a quick example.

Options in Action
Say it’s July, and XYZ Corp. stock is selling for $25 a share.

Now, as a trader, you could buy the stock outright and hope for the best. Or  you could bypass the stock market — 
locking in that $25 stock price today and buying the stock when it’s a higher price down the road. 

To do that, you buy a call option.

Let’s say you buy an XYZ Corp. call option with a $25 strike price that expires in October. And let’s say you can buy 
it for $1 a share, or a total of $100 per option. (Most brokers and financial sites quote options prices per share…but 
since each options contract covers 100 shares of stock, the actual price is the per share price times 100.) An option’s 
price is called the premium.

So you pay the $100 premium for a call option on 100 shares of XYZ stock with a $25 strike price that expires in 
October. Owning the option means that anytime between now and October, you can buy 100 shares of XYZ for $25 a 
share.

If XYZ shares are trading for $28 in September, you can exercise your option — and pay just $25 for a stock that’s 
selling for $28! Multiplied over 100 shares, that’s an instant gain of $300. Subtract the $100 you paid for the option, 
and you’re sitting on a $200 gain.

Now, if XYZ never goes over $25 a share, you won’t exercise your option. Think about it…if XYZ stock is selling for 
$24 a share, you don’t want to pay $25 for it. If October comes and XYZ never trades over $25, your option will expire 
worthless, and you’ll lose the $100 you paid for the option.

Puts work the other way.

Say you’re holding 100 shares of XYZ stock in July and the price is at $25. While you still feel the shares could go up 
to $28, you’re afraid they could just as easily fall to $22 by October. Why risk losing $300 or more when you can buy 
a put option for some portfolio insurance?

In this case, you could sell a put option on XYZ with a strike price of $25 and an expiration in October. Let’s say the 
put option also trades for $1 a share. So you’ll end up paying $100 for this piece of insurance.

If XYZ’s stock falls below $25, you can exercise your option — meaning you’ll sell your shares for $25 each… no 
matter what the current price is. 
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Even if shares fall to $5, you can exercise your put option, receiving $25 a share even though they’re trading for $5. (If 
you were simply holding the stock, you’d be looking at a $2,000 loss on your 100 shares!)

Of course, if the shares never fall below $25, you’ll have no reason to exercise your option. And if the price of XYZ 
doesn’t fall below $25 a share before the option expires in October, you will lose the $100 you paid for the option.

It’s like an insurance policy…you pay a premium, and if you don’t need to cash in your policy before it expires, your 
premium disappears.

But people buy options for more than just insurance. Remember, the values of option contracts fluctuates just like 
stock prices do. So some people buy options hoping to sell them at a higher price later. They may never even own the 
underlying stock shares.

No matter whether buying options for insurance or speculation, they pay money for that bet…and that bet could easily 
go against them. In fact, up to 80% of options buyers lose all the cash they’ve paid for an option.

My strategy, however,  is all about making money, not paying it. To do that, we take the other side of the trade — by 
selling the puts and calls to those insurance-seekers and gamblers.

The Other Side Always Gets Paid
As I explained earlier, when you buy an option, you are buying certain rights to the stock.

But just as with stocks, there are two sides to every trade. To buy a stock, someone has to sell it to you.

The same is true with options. For every options buyer, there must be an options seller. The difference is that instead 
of selling you their ownership in a company, an option seller is selling a commitment to honor the options contract.

When you sell a put, you receive money in exchange for the obligation to buy the underlying stock at the strike price. 
And when you sell a call, you get money in exchange for the obligation to sell the underlying stock at the strike price.

It’s called “writing options,” and it’s a lot less complicated than it sounds.

Still, you may need special permission from your broker to make these kinds of trades. Most brokers consider this 
“Level I” or “Level II” trading. Other brokers call them “Tiers.” There’s typically a standard three-page disclosure form 
to fill out. (See my report — How to Choose the Right Broker for You for more.)

But don’t let the hoops scare you…because in reality, this is some of the safest options trading you can do. You’ll 
always be fully in control of the risks, and you just need to take some simple steps to stay out of trouble. In fact, done 
correctly, it’s no more risky than buying a stock outright.

Consider put selling.

Let’s say you are looking to pick up shares in XYZ Corp. They are going for $25. You’d really like to pay a bit less 
than that.

So you could write (sell) a put option on XYZ Corp. with a strike price of $24 and an expiration date a few months 
into the future.

Now, technically, you are creating a contract and offering it up for sale. But you don’t have to sweat the details. Options 
contracts are standardized. All you need to tell your broker is that you want to “sell to open” an XYZ Corp. $24 put 
option — and they’ll know what you mean.

Your broker will enter your trade into the market, where you’ll be randomly paired with someone looking to buy an 
XYZ Corp. $24 put option.

Whoever buys it will pay the current market price for the option — and that money (the premium) goes directly into 
your account.

https://stpaulresearch.com/2015/08/20/how-to-choose-the-right-broker-for-you/
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You’ve just bypassed the stock market to earn instant income!

Of course, you need to keep in mind that you sold an obligation to buy 100 shares of XYZ Corp. at $24. If the share 
price dips below $24, the option buyer might exercise their rights and force you to buy.

So you’ll want to set aside enough money to buy the shares, just in case. The formula is always $100 times the option’s 
strike price for every option you sell — in this case, $2,400.

It’s called a cash-secured put, and it means you’ll never be caught by surprise.

(You can also limit how much you’ll have to pay out of pocket by establishing a margin account with your broker. It 
allows you to pay just a portion of the stock price while your broker loans you the rest of the money to cover the cost. 
Again, check out my brokerage report for more.)

Once you’ve sold your put and have cash set aside, all you do is wait.

Remember, someone holding a put won’t exercise it if the stock’s price is above the option’s strike price. Why sell a 
stock for less than you can get on the open market?

Now that you’re an options writer, you don’t have to worry about buying the stock unless the current price is below 
the strike price.

In our XYZ Corp. example, you won’t have to buy shares unless they fall below the $24 strike price. If the stock stays 
above $24 up until the option expires, you never have to buy the stock. Instead, the option expires worthless and you 
get to keep the premium!

Now, if shares of XYZ Corp. fall below $24, then the option might get exercised, and you’d have to buy 100 shares of 
the stock for $24 apiece. 

But that price is set in stone — and not subject to the bid/ask games that brokers play to wring more money out of 
you. It’s another way selling puts lets you bypass traditional stock trading. 

And since you have that cash standing by, your broker can handle everything automatically. No more anxiously waiting 
to see when your order will go through — or to see what you end up paying for the position. 

Of course, now you’re holding 100 shares of XYZ Corp. So, what to do now?

Simple — we flip the “kill switch,”  collecting even more income as we set the trade to end automatically.

Calling for Income
When you buy a call on XYZ Corp., you pay money for the right to buy 100 shares of a given stock at the option’s 
strike price.

But just as with writing puts, you can take the other side of that trade by writing call options. You’re receiving money 
in exchange for your promise to sell 100 shares of the stock at the strike price.

After our example earlier, you were left holding 100 shares of XYZ Corp. that you paid $24 for.

To generate some income on that stock, you could sell calls on XYZ Corp. with a strike price of, say, $27.

Once again you tell your broker to “sell to open” the call. You’ll be matched with someone looking to buy an XYZ 
Corp. $27 option…and the price that person pays for your option will be instantly deposited into your account.

Even if the stock never trades for more than $24, the call premium you receive means you’ve scored an automatic profit!

Now it’s time to wait again.
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If shares of XYZ Corp. never go above $27, the option will never be exercised. You’ll get to keep your shares, PLUS the 
premium you received on the option. You’ll also get to collect any dividends the stock pays out while you’re holding it.

In other words, you’re effortlessly collecting “bonus” income with very little work. And that’s not the end of it… because 
when the calls expire, you can collect more payout by writing new calls against the stock.

But what if the shares go above $27 and the call is exercised? No sweat!

You’re already holding 100 shares of stock, so your call is covered. (It is, in fact, a covered call.)

If the call is exercised, your broker will automatically sell the shares from your account. You’ll be paid $27 a share 
— $3 a share more than you paid for the stock in this example. You’ll also get to keep the premium you received for 
selling the call in the first place.

Without lifting a finger, you’ve killed the trade — and collected a respectable profit for your troubles!

Oh, and you can write more puts on the stock…starting the cycle all over again!

It almost seems like magic. Write a put, collect some cash. If the stock is put to you, flip the kill switch by writing 
calls against it. If the shares are called away, write more puts. The cash never stops flowing.

However, don’t let it go to your head. For this to keep paying off, you need to play it wisely. A few wrong moves could 
bring your income stream to a screaming halt.

So here’s how to make sure you do it correctly.

Three Rules of Option Writing Success
Options writing isn’t without its risks. Luckily, it’s very easy to control those risks. The key is to always assume the 
option will be exercised…meaning you go into every trade assuming you’ll always be obligated to fulfill its terms.

Let’s start with writing puts.

First, you can write puts on just about any stock you can name. But you should only write puts on stocks you want to own.

Remember, you could end up owning the shares. If you sell puts on a lousy stock, you could find yourself holding 
shares of that lousy stock.

Second, never overpay for a stock. If you wouldn’t buy a stock at a given price, never write an option that could force 
you to buy it at that price. Don’t want to pay $50 for XYZ stock? Then don’t sell an XYZ put with a $50 strike price.

Finally, always secure your puts with cash. It’s the best way to always know exactly what you’re risking. (And be extra 
careful if using a margin account.)

The rules for writing calls are pretty similar.

First, only sell one call option for every 100 shares of stock you already own and don’t mind selling at the strike price.

Imagine writing a $25 call on XYZ Corp. but not owning any shares.

If they’re called away, you’ll need to buy them on the open market…at whatever price they happen to be. If they’re 
selling for $30…guess what? You have to buy 100 shares for $30 each and then sell them for $25. That’s a loss of 
$500…which is likely to be far greater than any premium you received for writing the option.

But if you already own 100 shares of XYZ, your broker can automatically sell them if the options are exercised.

Second, avoid call options with a strike price lower than what you paid for the stock. Remember, you may be forced to 
sell your stock at the strike price — and there’s no reason to set yourself up for an immediate loss.
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If you bought XYZ shares for $25 but sell a $22.50 call on them, you’re setting yourself up to receive $22.50 for a 
stock you paid $25 for. In essence, you’re letting yourself lose $2.50 a share.

(Now, with my system, sometimes it’s advantageous to sell a call with a lower strike price than what you paid for the 
stock. That’s because we’re focused on a long-term strategy of collecting the biggest income payouts over time. If 
you’re not looking towards the long term, though, it’s best not to set yourself up for a short-term loss.)

And the final rule applies to both puts and calls — don’t be afraid to close a play early.

At any time, you can choose to close your open option position — essentially paying money to get out of your obligation. 
Technically, you are buying an option identical to the one you sold, offsetting your position. It’s called “buying to 
close,” and once you do, you don’t have to worry about the position anymore.

The thing to keep in mind is that you might have to pay more money than you received as the premium. If you sell to 
open an option and receive $1.50 for it and then try to buy to close when it’s selling for $2.50, you’ll have to pay an 
extra $100 to get out of the position. Still, sometimes that’s preferable to having an option exercised against you.

Again, that’s not a usual part of the perpetual income system. We usually expect to hold all of our options until expi-
ration and then sell more options on the stock. But it’s important to know you’re never locked into a trade.

Beyond that, as a member of Income on Demand, you can count on me to monitor your positions and help you get 
out for maximum profits.

Here’s what you can expect.

Get the Most From Your Income on Demand Membership
When it comes to new Income on Demand recommendations, I practice what I preach.

That means I don’t go looking for great puts. Instead, I look for opportunities to write puts on great stocks.

I start with the business first.

Instead of paying attention to manipulated earnings or ratios, I look at the operations of the company. I’m looking for 
industry leaders with revenues that are rising faster than their peers. I want to see that as a company sells more, its 
margins not only remain but actually grow year after year.

I also pay close attention to potential risks. What could go wrong for the company’s sales and profits? Things to consider 
include rising energy costs, labor costs and other input costs.

Then there’s the other side of the equation. I ask — would I lend money to this company? The answer is hiding in the 
balance sheet and the debts of the company.

When does the next bank loan or bond come due? What are the prospects of not only rolling over the maturing loan 
or bond — but how attractive would this company be to its existing creditors as well as new ones? If it is a good credit 
risk, it’s less likely to be a bad stock.

Once I’ve found a great company, I have to figure out how great it is…that is, how much we should we pay for it and 
how much is too much.

This is where I’ll start looking at options to write against the stock. After all, the premium we receive for the stock can off-
set some of the risks for paying too much for the stock. Obviously, as I said earlier, we don’t want to write a put that leads 
us to overpay for the stock. But there can be a sweet spot between the right option premium and the right strike price.

The timing is important, too — most of the time, I prefer short expiration times of just a month or two… but some-
times we can go out a few months longer.

I’ll continue to write puts against a company for as long as I think the shares are worth owning.
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If the shares are put to us, my work actually doubles.

First, I need to decide if we should write calls on the stock, and at what strike price. I want to maximize the premiums 
we receive while ensuring we hold the stock as long as possible — both to continue writing calls and to collect any 
dividends it pays.

I also need to keep an eye on the stock price itself. Obviously, no stock ever goes forward and up in a straight line. 
And of course, some of my recommendations are going to lose value. So I need to monitor the company closely to see 
if there are any price retreats we need to worry about. If it’s time to sell, I’ll let you know. We can always write more 
puts on the stock, or turn our focus to another company.

But my goal is to create a steady stable of stocks, and base call and put recommendations around them. We’ll either be 
collecting put premiums and waiting to see if shares are put to us, or we’ll be holding shares and looking for call income.

You can expect a new recommendation every Tuesday morning, with a chance for “bonus” income opportunities during the 
week. You’ll find all of the current recommendations on our website. Every Friday I update our open recommendations, 
so you’ll always know what’s happening. My goal is to help you earn payouts totaling $2,000 every month.

And that should be all you need to know to get started bypassing the regular stock market with Income on Demand. 
If you ever have any questions, please email me at AskZach@StPaulResearch.com.

I look forward to helping you earn up to $2,000 (or more) a month!

Here’s to growing your income! 
 
 

Zach Scheidt 
Editor, Income on Demand 
AskZach@stpaulresearch.com 
Twitter: @ZachScheidt
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